
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Gov. tax collector
4 __ gratia artis
7 Violently breaking

into pieces
14 Encountered
15 Drink like a cat
16 Tributes
17 Reporter’s cohort
20 Condor’s nest
21 Ending for a belief
22 Salt Lake hrs.
23 Outdoor quarters
24 Untroubled
26 Baby shower gift
29 Taste
30 English prince
32 Call for ewe
33 TV shows
34 Soviet dictator
36 With 39A, exact
39 See 36A
40 Kerry county seat
41 Photo finish?
42 Swiss river
43 “Raging Bull” boxer
45 __ Moines, IA
48 Jalopy
50 Web destinations
51 Strongest man on

the Planet?
52 Actress Arthur
54 N, E, W or S
55 Striped equine
56 Screen capture tool
60 Motorcycle’s little

brother
61 Lincoln or Burrows

62 Mature
63 “The Thieving

Magpie” composer

64 Long or Peeples
65 D.C. big shot

DOWN
1 Collision
2 Listen to an appeal
3 Tempestuous
4 Soothing substance
5 British rule in

India
6 Grocer’s concern
7 Skin-related
8 Sothern or Landers
9 Con artist’s project

10 Composer of “The
Planets”

11 Easy to copy
12 Serbian city
13 Gangster’s rod
18 Betting advice
19 Software

purchasers
24 Canine disorders
25 Takes umbrage
27 Of the congregation
28 Is unable

30 Ruthless
31 Parallel grooves
33 Bakker’s letters
35 Grp. of gridders
36 Egyptian god of

creation
37 “Dies __” (day of

wrath)
38 Water buffalo of the

Philippines
39 “I’m Flying” musical
41 Yes, I see
44 Skater Ito
45 Paget and Winger
46 Infuriate
47 Pollen-bearing

organ
49 Squash
51 Little barrel
53 Italian wine center
55 Crustacean’s larval

stage
56 Russ. or Lith., once
57 Sgt. or cpl.
58 Coop denizen
59 Diamond stat
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Sounding an alarm

The facts on dystrophic calcifactions
Dear Dr. Roach: I had an

MRA scan, and it was noted
that I have calcifications in
my cerebellum, suggesting
dystrophic calcifications. Is
this hereditary? — D.S.

Calcifications are deposits
of calcium buildup, and can
occur in virtually any tissue
of the body. In some areas
they are so common as to be
considered normal. For exam-
ple, the pineal gland normally
calcifies as we age.

An MRA scan (magnetic
resonance angiogram) is a
magnetic scan that looks at
the circulation. Due to more
people getting MRA and MRI
scans, we know a little bit
more about brain calcifica-
tions, and it seems that in
most cases in older individu-
als, calcifications are not like-
ly to be associated with neuro-
logic problems. However, cal-
cifications also can be seen in
places of brain injury, such as
stroke. They also may be seen

in congenital abnormalities,
infections and tumors.

Dystrophic calcifications
are most commonly seen in
areas of brain injury such as
trauma, surgery, stroke and
radiation treatment.

Nothing needs to be done for
the calcifications beyond what
might be appropriate medical
treatment for the findings on
your MRA scan. For example,
if there are blockages in the
arteries, you may benefit from
managing your blood pressure
and cholesterol.

Dear Dr. Roach: I am male
and 66, and I have battled
an acne problem for over 50
years. Dermatologists have
prescribed pills and creams,
but these were never totally
successful. I no longer take
any medications. I have
always drunk a lot of water

because I heard it was good
for your skin. Recently I have
doubled my water intake, and
my acne problem has almost
totally cleared up. Is this large
consumption of water help-
ing? Is it good for a person?
— J.K.

I found many anecdotes
of people finding their acne
improved with increased
water intake, but no scientific
studies showing that it is effec-
tive. So that brings me to your
next question: Is drinking
large amounts of water good
for you? The answer depends
on how much water is consid-
ered “a large consumption.”

While your body is capable
of maintaining correct water
balance across a very wide
range of water intake, a mod-
est amount, one to two liters
(that includes water in food),
is all you are likely to need.
The exceptions would be if
you are in a very dry envi-
ronment or if you are los-

ing excess amounts of water
through sweating or because
you are taking a medication
that requires water intake.

To be fair, water intake up
to very high amounts (40 liters
per day) can be handled by a
person with normal kidneys
and normal heart function,
unless the person is taking
a medication that affects salt
and water metabolism, such
as a diuretic, or has an abnor-
mality with anti-diuretic hor-
mone.

In my world, as an inter-
nal medicine doctor, I see far
more problems with water
excess than with inadequate
water intake.

In your case, the time
course you present is strong
evidence that the extra water
helped your acne. But it also
is possible it was something
else. Testosterone levels tend
to decrease normally in men
in their 60s, and that may be
responsible for the improve-
ment in your acne.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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